2000 chevy silverado 2500 fuel pump

New fuel pressure regulator. Throttle body cleaning. Fuel injector cleaner additive. Used to start
when you touched the key and in 1 day it began to crank for a long time prior to starting.
Turning key fuel pump on and off times before cranking seems to help allot. Fuel pump was
replaced during tune-up at K. No notable vacuum leaks, pressure regulator replaced with no
change. Mileage has gotten considerably worse, especially when towing. No codes displayed at
all. Any ideas before I drop the tank again? Answer: The fact that this problem started all of a
sudden, and the turning of the key a few times to help it start does make me think a fuel
pressure problem. It is possible that the connector on top of the fuel pump assembly has a
burned terminal. This would cause low fuel pressure because of the high resistance in the fuel
pump power feed circuit. That would explain the hard starting, but not the poor economy.
Suggest having fuel pressure checked. Should be at least 55 PSI. Even lbs. This 5. This causes
a hard start and also high idle in cold ambient temperatures, as well as hesitation off idle and
unstable idle when engine hot. I would also check those Autolite spark plugs since they have
been in there for about 30k miles. Have seen many times non AC Delco plugs cause odd
problems. This is a brand new pressure regulator. I also noted that as soon as I shut off the
engine the pressure on the gauge dropped very rapidly.. Maybe the new regulator is bad?
Maybe a leak in the system? Any thoughts on this? Answer: Do this With pressure gauge on,
turn key to RUN. Pressure should go to at least 55 psi and hold. Sounds like it will not hold.
Check ball in fuel pump is stuck and allowing thew fuel to bleed back, or maybe the tiny little O
ring on the tip of the regulator rolled when installing the part. Or the old O ring is still in there.
Remove it and check the O ring. We use shut-off valves to restrict the feed and return lines one
at a time to determine which way the fuel is draining back. Question: My Chevy Silverado that
will not start unless i pour gas in the throttle body. It has been sitting for about 8 months and
prior to that there was no problems at all. I have good fuel pressure with no bleed down.
Answer: Does it start after pouring gas in throttle and keep running fine? What is the fuel
pressure? Yes after i pour gas in it it will run and drives just fine with no missing or sputter or
anything the pressure is 54 psi and it runs at around 50 to 52 PSI. This is the same exact
pressure in my other truck with no problems and a new pump. The truck only has miles on it.
These trucks are very sensitive to fuel pressure at Key-On. A little below 55 PSI and they wont
start. With is sitting so long, the slightly low fuel pressure may be aggravated by sticking fuel
injector nozzles. I thought about that too but it runs perfectly even driving down the road when
you step on it there is no hesitation what so ever. If i had bad injectors it seems there would be
some kind of hiccups. I did have 1 code that said system too lean bank one,but put on a
computer and both 1 and 2 read the same. The injectors are no really injectors, they are poppet
nozzles. The reason these motors don't start with less that 55 psi is that it is not enough
pressure to pop them open. But, once running, they will run fine. It just seems like 1 psi less
shouldn't be a big deal, but i understand what you are saying. But maybe i do have a bad 1 or
maybe a couple poppets the are bad, but how can i tell without removing the intake to get to the
spider assembly? Most of the time it is not the injectors that cause the problem, but a weak fuel
pump or restricted filter. Try cycling the key a few times to see if the pressure goes up a little.
Questions Lists All chevy Models. Our Automotive Trivia Game- Question 1 of 10 with 0
correct??? Q and A Main. How Things Work. Nine problems related to fuel pump have been
reported for the Chevrolet Silverado. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The
contact owns a Chevrolet Silverado. While attempting to park the vehicle at approximately 3
mph, the brakes failed. The contact crashed into a pole. There were no warning lights prior to
the failure. The front bumper was damaged. Two days after the crash, the contact received a
recall notice for the brakes. The vehicle has not been diagnosed by a dealer. The contact has
changed the fuel pump every 2, to 3, miles. Each time the fuel pump failed, the engine shut off
and prevented her from driving the vehicle. The recall number was unknown. The failure
mileage was , and current mileage was , This only occurred when the vehicle was stopped
however the vehicle would restart immediately. The vehicle was taken to dealer for inspection
and the fuel pump was replaced. The vehicle has the same problem as indicated in the recall;
however it is not included in the recall due to the model and VIN. I have had a number of gm
vehicles and the fuel sending unit seems to be a problem in all the truck models. I can only find
a pending recall for GMC yukon xl, and suburban. Are the same parts not used in all the truck
models in those years? Abs system inoperative since 70, miles due to burnt control module.
Module located on frame rail where it takes all water from lf tire. Numerous others that I know of
with same problem. No help from either gm or dealer. Vehicle has not been in any unusual
conditions. Failure of the backing plate caused emergency brake shoes to become misaligned
and damage rotors and service brakes. At miles gas gauge became sporadic. Dealer service rep
informed that they go bad due to cold gas being put into vehicle in winter. I realize truck has
now miles, but I know too many others and have read hundreds of posts on message boards

about the exact same problems. While driving on the highway the vehicle stalled. Upon
checking the fuse box the contact noticed that fuel pump fuse had blew out. As long as the
contact kept the fuel tank below a half a tank this problem did not occur. The fuel pump fuse
had to be replaced four times. Also, the vehicle will show inaccurate fuel readings. He
purchased two fuel pumps to make sure exactly what the problem was before he did this work
on the vehicle. The vehicle was not taken to a dealership. One of contact's friends noticed on
the internet several other similar complaints. He had this problem for about two months. The
way he deals with this problem is to keep fuel below a half a tank. The contact stated the fuel
gauge was providing an inaccurate reading. There was a recall for other vehicle models for this
problem. This specific vehicle model was not included in the recall. The service dealer said it
was the fuel gauge sensor. When he contacted the manufacturer, they said the recall was for a
wiring issue not a fuel gauge sensor. The vehicle has not been repaired. Consumer has a
concern that the fuel pump terminal is over heating and the connectors are loose. Problem was
repaired by the dealer at 35, miles. At the present time of 48, miles the problem is recurring.
Please provide further information. Fuel module in the gas tank was faulty and had to be
replaced at my expense. The new module ki 3. Mine is a , VIN 2gcec19t7y The faulty module
resulted in blowing a 20 amp fuse multiple times. The local dealership required several hours of
trouble shooting and company consultation to learn that the tank module was the problem as
this is a frequent problem, so they replaced it with an improved version, but since my pickup
had 50, miles on it I had to pay the full price of the module installation. I feel that this situation of
an electrical wire running into the gas tank to a component part that has frequently shorted out
presents a real danger. I request this be investigated for a possible recall. I have verbally been
denied any help with the cost of this by the Chevrolet motor division ssustomer assistance
center, complaint The rationale for the disinterest was "OH, its just one of those things that
happens". I wish you to consider this case for investigation relative to a recall on this module.
Feel free to contact me for more information. Thanks, ross cole. Consumer stated that the fuel
pump "melted" while driving. Dealer advised caused by faulty fuel filter. Car Problems. Fuel
Pump problem 1. Fuel Pump problem 2. Fuel Pump problem 3. Fuel Pump problem 4. Fuel Pump
problem 5. Fuel Pump problem 6. Fuel Pump problem 7. Fuel Pump problem 8. Fuel Pump
problem 9. Fuel Pump problems 9. Tank Assembly problems. Gasoline Fuel System problems.
Fuel Delivery problems. Fuel Injection problems. Tank Mounting problems. Fuel Injector
problems. One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without
gas your Silverado will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel
pump revolve around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank
makes the pump more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is
that fuel pumps are inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair
and replace. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a
clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related
trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many
other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common signs that a fuel pump
is going bad is a whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is going out
before there are any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you from getting
stuck somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel pump can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your
Silverado is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad
fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How
do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low
pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are
both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to
truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both.
A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with
a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The
symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the
Chevy Silverado. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest
ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below.
Good luck! Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is
going to be that the your Silverado is difficult to start. A fuel pressure test gauge can easily be

connected to the fuel system to find out if the fuel pump is bad or not. A fuel pump will
generally fail in one of two ways. It'll either stop working completely producing no fuel pressure
and cause an engine no-start problem. Or the fuel pump will begin to fail and function only
enough to start the vehicle but the engine will not run optimally. In this case, the fuel pump
produces only enough fuel pressure to start the engine but not enough to drive the vehicle on
the road. These are the symptoms that you're going to see when the fuel pump has failed or is
starting to fail:. As I mentioned at the beginning, testing the fuel pump simply involves
connecting the fuel pressure test gauge to the fuel system. The fuel pressure test gauge
connects to the Schrader valve located on the fuel injector rail passenger side of the intake
manifold. NOTE: If you don't have a fuel pressure tester, you can run down to your local auto
parts store and buy one there. Flex fuel engines: PSI. Have your helper crank the engine while
you observe the needle on the fuel pressure tester gauge. CASE 1: The fuel pressure is within
the indicated specification. CASE 2: You got 0 psi fuel pressure. This test result lets you know
that the fuel pump is defective and is causing the engine to not start. Before you replace the fuel
pump, make sure that the fuel pump relay and fuel pump fuse are supplying power to the fuel
pump when the engine is being cranked. If battery power is available to the fuel pump, when
cranking the engine, then you can confidently conclude that the fuel pump is defective and that
it needs to be replaced. CASE 3: The fuel pressure was below the indicated fuel pressure
specification. This test result lets you know that even though the fuel pump is supplying some
fuel it's not supplying enough to have the engine run optimally. P -What Does It Mean? All
Tutorials: 4. I told her I was seeing a psychiatrist. Then she told me the truth: that she was
seeing a psychiatrist, two plumbers, and a bartender. This material may not be reproduced
without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from
qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2. In this tutorial I'll explain how to do it in a step-by-step
way. Contents of this tutorial:. Applies To:. Chevrolet Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you
will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact stated the fuel gauge
was providing an inaccurate reading. There was a recall for other vehicle models for this
problem. This specific vehicle model was not included in the recall. The service dealer said it
was the fuel gauge sensor. When he contacted the manufacturer, they said the recall was for a
wiring issue not a fuel gauge sensor. The vehicle has not been repaired. I have had a number of
GM vehicles and the fuel sending unit seems to be a problem in all the truck models. Are the
same parts not used in all the truck models in those years" are there any other pending recalls
on these vehicles" see recall notice 05V ABS system inoperative since 70, miles due to burnt
control module. Module located on frame rail where it takes all water from lf tire. Numerous
others that I know of with same problem. No help from either GM or dealer. Vehicle has not been
in any unusual conditions. Failure of the bac
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king plate caused emergency brake shoes to become misaligned and damage rotors and
service brakes. At miles gas gauge became sporadic. Dealer service rep informed that they go
bad due to cold gas being put into vehicle in winter. I realize truck has now miles, but I know too
many others and have read hundreds of posts on message boards about the exact same
problems. Search CarComplaints. Consumer has a concern that the fuel pump terminal is over
heating and the connectors are loose. Problem was repaired by the dealer at 35, miles. At the
present time of 48, miles the problem is recurring. Consumer stated that the fuel pump "melted"
while driving. Dealer advised caused by faulty fuel filter. Engine check light came on repeatedly,
took to dealer but they could not find a problem. Soon after the vehicle stalled, and was brought
back to the dealer. The fuel sending unit and the ignition coil wire were replaced to repair the
vehicle. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

